I. Introduction
The method of squaring a number having any number of digits, and retaining all the digits in the result came to mind of the author while going through the methods of basic mathematical operations using ancient Indian Vedic mathematics. In this paper the author has tried to explain all the steps as far as possible and finally a number of sixteen digits have been squared showing that the method is simpler for such cases, and that all 32 digits in the result have been retained. This paper also explains that how a number containing large digits (between 6 to 9) can be converted into a number containing small digits (between 0 to 5) which makes the computations easier and faster. Such converted equivalent numbers contain positive and negative digits which is not in the present employed systems of mathematics. A method of checking the correctness of the results has also been presented in this paper.
II.

New Method of Squaring a Number
The existing method used for squaring a number is to write the number twice and multiply them to get the square of the number. In the new method it is not required to write the number to be squared twice. The number is written, and the operations start from the right most digit and proceed towards left leaving the digits one by one. The basic principle states that "Square the right most digit, say a, and then multiply the remaining digits on the left side by twice of a." This process has to be done in similar manner for the remaining digits proceeding towards left starting from the right most digit of each remaining digits of the number.
Taking an example of a number representing its digits as a, b, c, and d, let the number be dcba. To get its square by the rule given above, the step by step procedure is given below: To get the final answer one has to see that at which place the results of the above steps are to be placed. If the places of the digits in a number are then 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Step -1 result A at place 1 A Step -2 result B at place 2 B Step -3 result C at place 3 C Step -4 result D at place 4 D Step -5 result E at place 5 E Step -6 result F at place 6 F Step -7 result G at place 7 G _____________________________ Final answer (adding the digits vertically as we do summation)
G F E D C B A
Let us find out square of 23051
Step -1 To get the final answer one has to see that at which place the results of the above steps are to be placed. If the places of the digits in a number are then 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Step -1 result at place 1 1 Step -2 result at place 2 4 6 1 0 Step -3 result at place 3 2 5
Step -4 result at place 4 2 3 0 0 Step -5 result at place 5 0 Step -6 result at place 6 0 0 Step -7 result at place 7 9
Step -8 result at place 8 1 2
Step -9 result at place 9 4 ________________________________ Final answer 5 3 1 3 4 8 6 0 1 ________________________________ Now let us take another number, and do all the above steps as below: The number is 231243
Breaking the Number in Parts to get Square of a Large Number
If a number consists of, say 16 digits, and in the result of its square all the digits are to be retained, it is going to occupy large horizontal and vertical space. To avoid such a situation, the above operations of squaring can be performed in parts breaking the number in parts, and then adding the results of all the parts systematically. The method is explained in the following example:
Let the number be 6321501191232103, and it is divided in four parts as 6321501191232103
Step -1 Consider all the digits and the right most part.
Step -2 Consider all the digits of the remaining three parts and its right most part.
Step -3 Consider all the digits of the remaining two parts and its right most part.
Step -4 Consider all the digits of the remaining one part.
Step -5 Add the results systematically.
To get the square of 6321501191232103, follow the above steps as below:
Step -1 Consider all the digits and the right most part. 6321501191232103
Apply the operations explained in Sec. 2.
Step -2 Consider all the digits of the remaining three parts and its right most part. 632150119123
Step -3 Consider all the digits of the remaining two parts and its right most part. 63215011 Apply the operations explained in Sec. 2.
Step -4 Consider all the digits of the remaining one part. 
Checking the correctness of the results
We have a very easy method of checking the results. In this method sum of all the digits of a number is brought to a single digit. To check the result of square of a number, take sum of all the digits of the number making it a single digit, square it, and again find the sum of all the digits making it to a single digit. This single digit number will be same as the sum of all the digits of the result brought to a single digit.
Let us check the results of all the examples discussed above. In the first example, the sum of the digits of 23051 is (2+3+0+5+1) = (11)  (1+1) = 2. The square of 2 is 4 which is a single digit in itself. The sum of all the digits of the result 531348601 is (5+3+1+3+4+8+6+0+1) = (31)  (3+1) = 4. As both are same the result is correct. In the second example the number is 231243. For the number (2+3+1+2+4+3) 2 = (15) 2 (1+5) 2 = (6) 2 = (36) (3+6) = 9 For the result (5+3+4+7+3+3+2+5+0+4+9) = (45) 
Use of Positive and Negative Digits in a Number
In the ancient Indian Vadic mathematics the numbers can have positive and negative digits contrary to either positive or negative in the present system in use. This system, therefore, makes the long manual calculations easier and faster as the digits greater than 5 can be written as equivalent digits smaller than 5.
The principle of positive and negative digits in a number is explained below. The negative digit is indicated in bold italic number, e.g. 4 as 4.
We can write 1 as 10 -9 or 19 and -1 as -10 -9 or 19 2 as 10 -8 or 18 -2 as -10 -8 or 18 3 as 10 -7 or 17 -3 as -10 -7 or 17 4 as 10 -6 or 16 -4 as -10 -6 or 16 5 as 10 -5 or 15 -5 as -10 -5 or 15 6 as 10 -4 or 14 -6 as -10 -4 or 14 7 as 10 -3 or 13 -7 as -10 -3 or 13 8 as 10 -2 or 12 -8 as -10 -2 or 12 9 as 10 -1 or 11 -9 as -10 -1 or 11
Now some examples are taken below to explain how the numbers can be written in positive and negative digits avoiding digits greater than 5.
Example: 1 The number 17 can be written as 10 = 10 + 7 +13 = 23
Example: 2 The number 59 can be written as 50 = 50 + 9 +11 = 61 But 6 is greater than 5, therefore write 14 for 6. Thus 61 becomes 141 or 59 = 141
Example: 2 the number 87969 can be written in similar manner as 80000 = 120000 7000 13000 900 1100 60 140 9 11 Adding algebraically vertically in each column, we get 87969 112031 It can be seen that 87969 which has digits greater than 5 has been converted into an equivalent number 112031 which has all the digits less than 5. All mathematical operations using a number consisting of positive and negative digits become easier and faster. Now we will find out the square of the 87969 using this directly and also using the equivalent number, and will compare the two processes to see that using the equivalent number is easier and faster if one does himself mentally.
(8 7 9 6 9) 2 1 5 8 3 3 6 1 (1 1 2 0 3 1) 2 2 2 4 0 6 1 1 0 5 5 1 6 6 7 2 0 9 1 5 7 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 9 4 4 4 6 4 2 1 _____________________ 1 7 73 8 5 4 4 9 6 1 = A _____________________ 1 2 3 4 2 5 4 4 9 6 1 = B In the above two answers A and B, we find that A has all positive digits whereas B has positive and negative digits both. Mathematically B is acceptable but we are used to the numbers having all the digits either positive or negative, and this can be obtained easily using the concept of converting the number in positive and negative digits explained above. Thus One has to remember that the process shown above of converting a number containing positive and negative digits into an equivalent number containing positive (or negative) digits, is to be done mentally.
VI.
Conclusions
This paper clearly illustrates a new method of squaring any number retaining all the digits in the result. The steps for squaring are to be done mentally and the result of each step is to be written one after the other at proper places. As the developed method is faster compared to the traditional method when working with numbers having large number of digit, it can be used in electronic computers by developing a suitable algorithm to make the computations still faster. Further, the method becomes more easy and fast when large digits are converted into equivalent smaller positive and negative digits in the number.
VII.
